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Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode. Happy Easter to you if you celebrate Easter,
Happy Easter, it's Easter Sunday. And I wanted to come and record a podcast before I go
and spend the day with my family. They've already done Easter baskets and breakfast.
And so I'm taking a quick pause to come and spend a little time with all of you. Before I
get back to my day, we're going to do egg hunts and play with all the toys and do some
great things. Watch church on TV since we're all you know, stay at home under a stay at
home order here in South Carolina. And so we're going to do all of that and just have a
great family day. So I wish the same to you. Whatever it is that you celebrate wherever it's
happening with you today. I wish you an awesome awesome day. Now, as I'm talking to
you yesterday, in yesterday's episode I talked about you know, the Abraham Lincoln
quote, of you know, if I had eight hours to chop down a tree, I'd spend the first six
sharpening my axe and again, I will love that quote and is one of my favorites. And so as I
mentioned, most people will think that when we're talking about getting ready to go and
improve our business, or launch a new line of our business or revamp our business, or
whatever it is, right taking some sort of action, they think about just the action, they don't
think about the preparation. So yesterday's episode was all about preparation. If you
missed it, go back and check it out. Right? Today, I do want to spend just a few minutes
about the action. Right. Now if we take those eight hours and we divide them into fourths,
then we're saying three fourths of that time should be spent in preparation. one fourth
should be spent on the execution. And what I see as I see two different things happening
out there. Whenever I coach people in our support people and mentor people. I see a lot
of people get confused and not spend the time they need in the preparation I also see a
large number of people doing all the prep, doing all the prep, doing all the prep. And when
it gets down to those last two hours to go ahead and chop down that tree, they have this
beautiful axe. It's ready. It's so sharp, it could probably make that tree fall within 30
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minutes, right? It's perfect. But they don't go swing the axe. like crazy. They don't go swing
the axe. And so I'm watching people. And I have friends and I, you know, have different
people that I know. And they probably have 20 beautiful axes laying around. Beautiful.
Now what does that mean? That means they have 20 beautiful ideas of a business, okay,
or how to help other people or how to improve their business or how to just make
something better in the world. That's what those axes represent. They've done all this prep
work. All they have to do is pick that axe up and swing it and make it do what it was
created to do.

 02:59

And then Picking it up and swinging it, they're not taking the action.

 03:03

And that that baffles me a little bit, right because I'm the type of person that I don't just
blindly charge towards something. Okay, I don't blindly charge I will charge, but not
blindly. I have my, my battle plan. Okay, I have it ready. My six hours worth of sharpening
my axe I do that. Probably 95% of the time I sharpen my axe, okay, but I'm sharpening it
in my eyes always on the battle. Because I know as soon as that axe is ready, I'm going
out. And that tree is in front of me. I've been staring at that tree the whole time. I've been
sharpening that axe. Right. I've been psyching myself up. I'm insane. All right, yes, this tree
is going to fall. This act is going to make it happen. You know, I've been talking to myself
and telling myself these things so that by the time I pick up that axe, and I put that handle
in my hands, I'm ready. There's no doubt that I'm going to swing that axe. Because that's
the entire reason that I was sharpening the axe in the first place, right. But I see a lot of
people, they don't look at the tree, while they're sharpening the axe, they get so focused
and they look down, and they're watching the axe being sharpened, and they're, you
know, watching the sparks fly and doing all these different things. And they get so
enamored with the sharpened axe, that they forget the tree. They forget the entire
purpose of why they're sharpening the axe. And it's crazy, but it's true. And so this is this is
not gonna be a long message today because you get it. Right. Most of us think that again,
the the reason why the tree doesn't fall is because we just didn't go chop it down. The bulk
of it is the preparation but but really and truly, the other part of it is, is the fact that we've
prepared so much and we've fallen in love with the preparation that we actually don't go
take the action. And so I'm telling you right now, fall in love with the idea of Improving
your business of recreating your business of creating a new line in your business, fall in
love with your customer. Okay, truly fall in love with your customer, and all the things that
you can do to help those customers be better and have a better life, do those things. But
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always keep your eye on the fact that you have to actually deliver to them. You can
become so enamored by this entire process that you don't realize you're not helping them.
Right? I don't know if you've ever seen the movie, I think it was called Inception with
Leonardo DiCaprio. And he had the top right. And he would spin it just to make sure on
the table to make sure that he was in reality versus a dream and if it never stopped
spinning, who knew he was in the dream. Okay, some people are just like him that at the
very last part of that movie. He stopped watching the top and he ran out to me his kids
and they weren't it wasn't real. It was a dream. And so he never woke up. Right. That's how
the movie ended. So I don't want you to get so focused on the dream that you actually
don't realize the dream is not reality, you have to go and make reality. Okay, so the
challenge for you today is this, I need you to prepare, just like I challenged you to do so
yesterday, you have to prepare and understand exactly what you're going to put out in
the world. Today's challenge is don't fall in love so much with a sharpened axe that you
forget to swing it. Okay? Always have in mind the fact that you're going to go execute. It
should be exciting should be so exciting to execute because you've done all the work that
you need to prepare yourself. It's like a runner, preparing for the race. You've done all that
you need to do to prepare to go run that. Run that race effectively. You're ready to go.
Don't not run the race. Go change your business as a new line. Okay, help customers in a
different way. They need you go Execute the amazing plan. Take the axe, chop down the
tree. That's today's challenge. If you've been preparing, and even preparing too long, set a
date today. I want within this month I want a deadline for you within the month of April to
execute on this amazing plan that you've been putting together, it doesn't have to be
perfect. Okay? Stop worrying about perfection. Go and take action. execute on that plan,
swing that axe. Put that tree down. You can do it. Have a great day.
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